LOLLIES-
Sweetie

Asst. 15
Asst. 10

- 6 Lollie Prints
- 10 Circulus Prints
- 100% Premium Cotton
Assortments include both Lollies-Sweetie and Circulus.

• 6 Lollie Prints
• 10 Circulus Prints
• 100% Premium Cotton
Assortments include both Lollies-Sweetie and Circulus.

November Delivery

CIRCULUS

JR's, LC's, MC's and PP's include 4 of each sku.

Those prints you use over and over again, the sort that add color, texture and a bit of variety to the scrappiest quilts, that’s Circulus and Sweetie, the latest collection of Lollies. Circulus are tone-on-tone polka dots on a textured ground – they’re basics and blenders, backgrounds and accents in versatile colors and our favorite shades of gray.

Sweeties are the latest edition of Lollies – each of the six pieces includes eight different small-scale geometric prints in a single width, they’re great to add that scrappy look to any project.